April Newsletter
Lift the Lip
The Staff Team
Over the past month Unley CCC has hired some
new relief staff to work within all the rooms.
Please make welcome Tom, Luyao and Arielle.
We also have several students working towards
their certificate three and diploma in children
services. So families may see some unfamiliar
faces around the building.
As many of you will be aware Alice has also
resigned her position as Director. Lauren will
be replacing Alice beginning the 2nd of May
although you may see her around the place
before then getting to know the children,
educators and families.
Fundraiser
We have had little interest in our t-shirt
fundraiser so if you are still interested in
purchasing a t-shirt we will be extending the
fundraiser until Friday 22nd of April.
The proceeds will go towards purchasing some
new multicultural and sustainable resources for
the centre. If you need a new order form
please see Nica.
New Families
A big welcome to our new families. Thomas and
Archie in the baby’s room and Isabella, Allistar
and Sami in the toddler room
We would also like to welcome Elise to the
toddler room she has just moved up from
babies and Sienna and Charlotte to the kindy
room who have just moved up from Toddlers.

On Thursday the 26th
of May at 10am Lift
the Lip dental services
will be attending Unley
CCC. Please keep an
eye out in your parent pockets over the coming
weeks for more information about this.
Hats, drink bottles, clothing and fruit
Please remember to pack a labelled hat and
drink bottle for your child when they attend
care
Also with the cooler weather approaching us
please remember to pack warmer clothing and a
spare change of clothes with your child.
Please remember to pack a piece of fruit with
your child for each day of care.
Vacancies
We have some current vacancies on Friday’s in
both the Toddler and Kindy room. If you would
be interested if picking up an extra day please
see Nica
Mother’s Day Morning Tea
On Friday the 6th of May Unley CCC will be
hosting a Mother’s day Morning tea for all the
special women in your child’s life. Come along
and enjoy tea, coffee and snacks. See what
your child has been doing at care and have the
opportunity to discuss your child’s learning and
development.

Baby Room News
The baby room has been focusing on fine motor
skills over the last few weeks. They have been
practising painting with paintbrushes, pushing
cars along tracks, picking up and stacking
objects and putting objects into one another.
The baby room also enjoyed painting egg cups
and Easter eggs for their Easter craft. The
educators in the baby’s room are also looking
for donations of natural objects leaves, shells,
sticks etc.. to move forward with their nature
theme.

Kindy Room News
The kindy children have been looking at
emotions and feelings and talking about how
they feel when things happen. Easter crafts
included Easter bags, paper plate chickens
and an Easter chicken hunt. The children have
shown interest in the Very Hungry Caterpillar
and have begun to make cacoons and
Toddler Room News
The toddler room has been looking at colours
and shapes over the past few weeks. The
educators also sent an email to families to find
out about each child’s culture so they could
make a display and discuss the cultures within
the toddler room. Easter crafts included
painting bunnies, stamping with potatoes to
create egg shapes and face painting. The
toddler room will be looking at bees next as
the children have taken an interest to them
flying around the flowers in the garden this
will then follow on to a autumn theme.

butterflies and talk about the change in
weather.

